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These range from 5. To the average guy looking to pick up a vehicle to use an LS engine, this
can seem a little overwhelming. To keep this from becoming a blog of epic proportions, we are
just going to look at the car based LS engines since those are the most popular for every-day
performance. These engines are very similar in that they both share a 5. Most of the engines
have the sodium filled valves that were also used along side a higher lift camshaft to up the
power over the LS1. But that is all from the factory. The aftermarket groups these engines
together and because they are so similar, power output is very similar. If you must have an early
LS due to budget, and you plan to keep things OE â€” such as the cam and intake manifold,
then go with the LS6. But if you own an LS1, than finding a used LS6 to swap in or pull parts
from might not be a bad idea. Just remember, there is no substitute for aftermarket parts. Gen
IV Engines. Yup, it is sitting the wrong way in the engine bay. LS4 you ask? Oh yes there is one
such engine, and it is the red headed step child of all the LS engines. This engine was
developed for use in front wheel drive vehicles. Its block design is shared with the Vortec
engine of the same displacement, but is cast from aluminum. Not too much aftermarket
development has been done with these engine as the platforms they were offered in never really
were geared toward performance. The LS2 is the 6. But there is no replacement for
displacement, which is the reason the LS2 was rated at a higher horsepower. This engine even
had a less aggressive camshaft and depending on where it came from power was usually
around â€” hp. The number is what was found in the GTOs and Corvettes, while the hp number
is for the ones that came from the trucks due to the different intake manifold. Although the
trucks had much more torque at lower RPM as a result. But because all of that technology is in
the heads, they had to be completely redesigned. GM worked with their Holden division on this
engine and decided to make their changes with the biggest being the port design. The LS2 uses
a cathedral port, while the L76 has a square port. The square port allows for more airflow which
means more power. This engine is only offered in America in the G8 GT, so you wont see to
many of these except in the G8s, but the head design is very popular in the aftermarket.
Because the Holden cars do not use the Active Fuel Management, they decided to take the L76
and strip all the components designed into the engine off â€” which spawned the L This engine
is the same as the L76, but the heads do not feature all the components necessary for Active
Fuel Management. This engine was never sold in the US but it does however have the square
port design that have become a popular design for aftermarket companies to use when casting
their own heads. The LS3 block is very similar to the LS2. It does however have a slightly larger
displacement increased to 6. While the head design is the same as the L92, it is what is inside
them that counts. GM fills these with hollow stem valves that are a larger diameter than the LS2
for more performance. This is also engine found in the Camaro SS. The LS7 is the largest
engine offered in the LS street production line up currently at cubic inches. This engine shares
little with the other Gen IV engine other the basic design. Everything about the bottom end of
the engine is light: light weight rods, pistons, and even the crank is lightened, all for better NA
performance. The list goes on from there as this engine has a strong history in racing and a lot
of technology. I mean the engines are even all hand build. Now, that being said. The LS7 is an
expensive engine. For my projects, I will go with the LS3 â€” big power for an everyday price.
The difference can also be found in the supercharger. The LS9 has a 4-lobe Eaton 2. The LS7. R
and the LSX are two all-out race engines in the family. Both blocks are both based on the
production LS7 engine, but their biggest difference are the material used for casting the block.
R is aluminum while the LSX is a cast iron. Both are designed for serious horsepower and have
proved to be real winners â€” the LSX block having showed it can support over 2, hp in forced
induction applications. R was developed for Grand Am racing and is not for sale. In terms of
aftermarket use, the LSX has everything that the engine builder would want in an affordable
design. However, the LS7. I hope this has helped educate you a little bit on the differences
between these seemingly similar engine. All of these engines are capable of making huge power
no matter what car they are installed in. It just all comes down to what you are doing. Build your
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Name. Log in. If the cylinder heads are the lungs of an engine, the camshaft is the brain. It
affects the powerband and temperament of a motor more than any other single part, and a slight
change can turn a car from a mild-tempered grocery-getter to a downright nasty machine. On
the surface, the camshaft's job is simpleâ€”open and close the valvesâ€”but beyond that
topical description, it's one of the most mysterious and misunderstood engine components. A
cam card with its myriad numbers, acronyms, and abbreviations is one red-pen stroke away
from a failed math test. But to choose the perfect cam, all of that information needs
understanding. Every spec is a road map to what the valves are doing, the most common of
which are lift, duration, and lobe-separation angle LSA â€”the latter needing the most
explanation. LSA is the distance from the centerline of the intake lobe to the centerline of
exhaust lobe. LSA is a way of summing up the relative timing of the intake-valve events intake
opening, intake closing to the exhaust-valve events exhaust opening, exhaust closing in
relation to each other, and it's a great approximation of how the engine will operate. To
demonstrate changes to lobe separation in action, we ordered three camshafts from Comp
Cams, all ground with identical lift 0. We borrowed Westech Performance's shop mule, a ci
small-block Chevy and its SuperFlow engine dyno and spent a day running each cam
back-to-back to gauge its effect on peak horsepower, peak torque, cranking compression, idle
vacuum, and the powerband as a wholeâ€”all the variables that define an engine's character on
the street and track. With the first cam loaded in the engine the LSA Westech's Steve Brul made
three dyno pulls, the average of which was saved to compare to the next cam. To further
minimize any dyno variations, the engine's oil and water temperatures were kept the same for
each pull. The lumpy-idling LSA cam churned out an average of It had a robust powerband with
tons of usable torque. However, the plentiful exhaust overlap 31 degrees meant there was lots
of exhaust dilution at low engine speed and high vacuum. Idle quality was rough and the
vacuum gauge showed only 9. Brul spun the engine over with the dyno's starters and recorded
psi of cranking compression. Test 1 was easy. Tests 2 and 3 meant dissecting the motor on the
dyno to get the old cam out. The valve covers, valvetrain, intake manifold, harmonic balancer,
front cover, timing set, and cam were yanked. Brul slid the LSA cam, the widest of the test, into
the engine's heart and set about putting all the pieces back in place. After the next three pulls, it
was clear the cam was way down on low-end torque. It made Average power was also down, but
the engine pulled ahead of the cam at 5, rpm, picking up 6. On the cranking compression test,
Brul recorded psi, a psi drop from the outgoing cam. Idle vacuum showed a considerable spike
to Once more the engine came apart to install the third test cam, a LSA. This cam split the
difference between the and down the middle, and in theory should have walked the line between
the results of the last two tests in every wayâ€”which it did. The power and torque curve lay
directly in between the last two cams, as did the peak horsepower and torque, This was science
at work, and with data in tow, it was time to crunch the numbers and find out what was going
on. The takeaway from this test is camshaft LSA is a double-edged sword. The tightest LSA was
worth In terms of horsepower, the disparity between all three cams was only 6. The takeaway is
simple on the surface: A tighter LSA makes more low-end and peak torque at the expense of

just a few top-end ponies. If that were the only consideration, the cam is the clear winner.
However, in application, there is a lot more to consider. Things like idle vacuum, fuel economy,
and tuning all factor into picking the right cam. Tight LSA cams make excellent low-end torque
and have a beautiful power curve. But nothing comes without a cost, and idle vacuum suffers as
LSA shrinks. This causes the engine's street manners and tuning to become fickle. A cam with
a tighter LSA will require a looser torque converter, may not be able to run vacuum-assisted
brakes, and doesn't play nice with fuel injection. That lopey idle that is universally loved, and
part of the allure of a tight LSA cam, is actually misfire caused from a combination of exhaust
dilution in the intake manifold and poor cylinder filling at idle. It creates an unsteady manifold
vacuum condition that, on a fuel-injected engine, confuses manifold air pressure MAP sensors,
making it hard for them to regulate fueling. The intake air control valve IAC , which regulates
idle speed, also has to work overtime and often attempts to "catch" the idle, but usually shoots
high or low. These issues can often be worked through by an advanced tuner, but always
present a challenge and compromise in tuning strategy. The world of fuel injection is where
wide LSA cams like the really shine. With minimal overlap and a steady manifold vacuum signal,
they work great with fuel-injection systems and are the norm on modern pushrod engines, such
as the LS and Gen III hemi. If you're an OEM automaker looking for a steady idle, good fuel
economy, and passing tailpipe emissions, this is the cam of choice. Wide LSA cams are also
applicable in forced-induction applications where less exhaust overlap is required. If you look at
any given cam catalog, you will find that the majority of street-oriented cams fall in this range.
That is no accident. A cam in the LSA range provides the necessary idle lobe to appease
gearhead ears with acceptable manifold vacuum to run vacuum-operated accessories. Around
70 percent of muscle-car performance cams fall into this range. Cylinder-head flow and LSA are
directly related: as a rule of thumb, the better the head flows, the wider the LSA can be. A wider
LSA moves intake- and exhaust-valve events farther apart and creates less overlap, which hurts
intake-wave tuning. When you don't have any overlap, you can't have any wave tuning. A tighter
LSA is always going to have more overlap, which allows the exhaust and intake systemâ€”if
they're tuned wellâ€”to work together. This wave tuning is what helps performance engines
achieve volumetric efficiencies of more than percent. To overcome this inherent problem in
wide LSA camshafts, you simply need a higher-flowing intake port. This is why the LS series,
and many other modern engines, can make great power on top and bottom with wide LSA
camshafts and why a plethora of factory cylinder heads are flowing near or above cfm. Pinning
the tail on the perfect cam can certainly be a difficult task. Ultimately, it comes down to how you
want the engine to run, the car's intended purpose, and what you are willing to tolerate. Armed
with more information on camshaft theory, what will you build? Known as "The Gladiator"
around Westech Performance, this Dart SHP blockbased, ci, small-block Chevy has made
thousands of dyno pulls testing all manner of heads, intakes, cams, and every other crazy thing
us magazine folk have coerced Westech's Steve Brul to bolt to it. That notion is completely
false. As you can see in the graph, the LSA cam actually had the highest cranking compression
of the batch: psi. Only once the intake valve has closed can compression begin to build.
Because the lobes are closer together on the LSA cam, the intake closing point i
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s advanced closes earlier and the piston has more time to build compressionâ€”exactly what
the gauge showed. The graph above compares intake valve closing points of the three cams
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